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JHUGen Framework 
JHUGenerator

Simulate wide range of processes involving spin 0,1,2 particles with a general

coupling model 

JHUGen MELA – Matrix Element Likelihood Approach

Calculate observables to optimally isolate processes or operators 

Reweight generated samples from one hypothesis to another 

JHUGenLexicon

Tool for translation between different EFT bases and the JHUGen amplitude

basis convention

https://spin.pha.jhu.edu/

See Talks: H. Roskes at LHC EFT WG 
H. Roskes at Pheno 2020 
M. Xiao at ICHEP 2020 
U. Sarica at Higgs 2020 
A. Gritsan at LHC Higgs WG 
M. Schulze at LHC Higgs WG

https://spin.pha.jhu.edu/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/971724/contributions/4130129/attachments/2162315/3648679/EFT%20tools%20in%20the%20JHUGen%20framework.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/858682/contributions/3837206/attachments/2031565/3400201/JHUGen.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3813559/attachments/2082740/3498460/jhugen_ichep2020.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/900384/contributions/4063561/attachments/2131072/3588972/20201028.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/966917/contributions/4072034/attachments/2128148/3583366/talk_LHCHWG_offshell_JHUGen_2020.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/393369/contributions/1830318/attachments/787118/1078935/mschulze_jhugen.pdf


Anomalous Couplings and EFT
HVV couplings parameterized by tensor structures which allow for modelling of any 
EFT effects

Using JHUGenLexicon we can map these amplitude couplings to any other EFT basis 
we want:

Enforce SU(2) x U(1) to translate between Amplitude basis and EFT bases

Couplings of interest CP-Even 𝑍γ, γγ
and CP-Odd 𝑍γ, γγ



External Constraints
𝑀𝑊and Zff couplings could be affected by EFT operators 

- EW precision measurements tightly constrain these shifts

- Allowed range much smaller than sensitivity of Higgs measurements

Can constrain both Zff and 𝑀𝑊to SM within our framework
Leads to relations

Above: A numerical example of the relationship between the 𝐶𝐻𝑋 = 1 and mass 
eigenstate amplitude basis used in our analysis



Photons in H → 4l 

𝑐𝐻𝑊𝐵 = − 0.0513𝑔2
𝑍𝑍 − 0.0323𝑔2

𝑍γ
− 0.0513𝑔2

γγ

Anomalous photon couplings introduces 
contributions at low 𝑞2

JHUGen (Amplitude basis) kinematic 
distributions equivalent to SMEFTSim
(Warsaw Basis) with the proper rotation 
using JHUGenLexicon

Example: Simulate SM & 𝑐𝐻𝑊𝐵 = 10



Photons in VBF Higgs Production  

= − 0.0513𝑔4
𝑍𝑍 + 0.0323𝑔4

𝑍γ
+ 0.0513𝑔4

γγ

Anomalous photon couplings introduce enhanced γγ
and  Zγ fusion contributions at low 𝑞2

Example: Simulate VBF with SM Couplings &               = 10



Photons in 𝑍/γ∗𝐻 Production

Anomalous photon couplings introduce γ∗𝐻 contributions at 
low 𝑞2

𝑐𝐻𝐵 = − 0.0283𝑔2
𝑍𝑍 + 0.0513𝑔2

𝑍γ
− 0.0929𝑔2

γγ

Example: Simulate 𝑍/γ∗𝐻 with SM Couplings &               = 100



Photons in γ𝐻 Production

Anomalous photon couplings greatly increase rate of γ 𝐻 production

Signal is a Higgs with high pT photon

Unable to distinguish between real valued 
CP-Even and CP-Odd couplings

γ

γ



Maximum likelihood calculated for EFT 
hypothesis to match measured cross 
section/kinematic distributions

α are functions of kinematic observables Ω
factorized into both production and decay 
components
Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡 purely dependent on anomalous couplings

𝑑

𝑑Ω

EFT Analysis 
Measure Higgs cross sections as a function of anomalous 
couplings 



Higgs Width Calculation 

Full analytic formulas 
are calculated for 
each 𝑅𝑓 including 
photon couplings

(Function of anomalous couplings)

𝑓 = 𝑏ത𝑏, 𝑐 ҧ𝑐,𝑊+𝑊−, 𝑔𝑔, τ+τ−, 𝑍𝑍/𝑍γ∗/γ∗γ∗

Total width directly dependent 
on anomalous couplings 

𝑅𝑓 dependent on 𝑞2cutoff

Values shown for 𝑞2 > (2𝑚𝑓)
2



MELA Observables

MELA calculates optimal observables 
from matrix elements to distinguish 
between various anomalous coupling 
hypotheses 

• Events have many kinematic observables
• We construct observables that utilize all 

kinematic information 



γH Constraints 
Only use production info from γH

Unable to distinguish between 

CP-Odd and CP-Even with only γH 

Constraints of Order ~ 0.05



Constraints: Production + Decay

Using information from VBF, VH production + 4l decay

Tighter constraints on all couplings, Order ~0.01-0.02

γγ couplings better than Zγ



Constraints from Decays with 
On-Shell photons
Measurements of the rate of H → γγ and H → Zγ can be used to constrain 
anomalous Hγγ and HZγ couplings 

Expected constraints taken from Higgs Working Group 2 Report arxiv:1902.00134

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.00134.pdf


Full Combination: H-> 4l and H-> γγ ,Zγ



Conclusion
To increase sensitivity of Higgs coupling to virtual photons, need 
to push 𝑞2of analysis as low as possible

Calculated Γ𝐻as a function of anomalous couplings

Measuring γH cross section can provide decent constraints on 
virtual photon couplings

Using full information from VBF, VH production and H→4l decay 
provides the tightest constraints from HVV measurements



Total Width Calculation 
Higgs decay to fermions through virtual photons have sharp peaks 
for small 𝑞2 = (𝑝𝑓+ + 𝑝𝑓−)

2

Developed procedure to handle singularities at low 𝑞2

For details on derivation see arxiv:2109.13363 

Approximate                 width by 
measuring partial widths at given 𝑞2 cut.

+= 𝑆𝐹

Lepton scale factor SF is a function of 𝑞2

Similar forms could be calculated for decays to quarks

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.13363.pdf


Analytic Decay Rates

Effective Hγγ couplings mimic 
heavy quark effects  

𝑅γγ can be cast in terms of anomalous photon couplings

- Fix HWW couplings to SM value
- Fix Hff couplings to SM value



Higgs production with photon (γH)

γ

γ

To date there has been no search for γH(125) production at LHC 
or LEP

γH production has extremely low SM cross-section 

- ~.1 events expected with entire LHC and HL-LHC dataset

Anomalous HZγ and Hγγ couplings dramatically enhance expected 
γH yield above SM for relatively small coupling values

For 𝑔2
𝑍γ= 1, expect ~ 2 ⨉105 events 



γH Background 
Main Sources of background are ggH and qqZZ
qqbar->ZZ/Z γ *->4l background is generated with POWHEG + Pythia 
hadronization.
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Total Width Calculation



Total Width Calculation

Similarly, we can use this procedure for decays to quarks 

Hadron form factor unknown/ hard to derive (resonances) 


